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Samantha C. Krening 
Visual Spacecraft Relative Motion Control using Higher Order Geometric Moments 
Thesis directed by Dr. Hanspeter Schaub 
This thesis studies passive visual relative control for satellites.  The three main problems studied 
are how to keep the camera pointing at the center of the target, how to move the satellite so the 
camera can look at the target from a perpendicular orientation or maintain a fixed orientation, and 
how to maintain a nominal distance from the target.   
Visual target tracking within the image uses a statistical pressure snake algorithm, which tracks 
the outer contour of a target and allows geometric moments to be calculated.  The attitude control 
is based off of tracking the center of the visual target, which is the first moment.  The attitude 
control can treat the inertial target angular velocities as disturbances in the control for slow, 
smooth reference motions and still be stable.  The skewness coefficient g3, which is a non-
dimensional form of the third moment, can be used as a measure of perpendicularity when certain 
information is known about the target.  A 640x480 pixel resolution camera is used to obtain better 
skewness and perpendicularity information than the human eye.  A distance control does not need 
to assume the absolute distance, but can maintain a nominal distance by using the image inertia, 
or second moment information.     
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1  Motivation 
The motivation for this thesis is to improve relative control techniques, specifically passive visual relative 
control of free-flying spacecraft.  Visual control means camera data will be used to track a target.  Passive 
visual control means inertial information from the target will not be transmitted to the spacecraft that is 
tracking the target with a camera.   
A two-year-old toddler is fairly proficient at passive visual relative control.  A two-year-old can easily 
watch a person walk around a room with her eyes or watch a cookie in her parent’s hand get closer and 
control her hand to rendezvous with the cookie.  If a toddler can perform more complex tasks with her 
eyes, and her eyes are basically providing streaming camera data to her brain, then we can perform a few 
simpler tasks with similar data.  The data are there.  We just have to learn how to make sense of it like our 
brains so easily do.  We know that the task is possible—another working system, the human brain, takes 
the same type of input data and has a working control, so it is possible to create another system that takes 
similar input data and completes the same tasks.   
Consider a robotic assistant satellite outside of the International Space Station (ISS) with an objective of 
observing a specific panel.  For the robotic assistant satellite to complete its objective, it must have an 
algorithm to identify and track the panel or an object on the panel.  Therefore, a visual tracking algorithm 
must be developed.  This visual tracking algorithm must be able to differentiate between the object of 
interest in the image and the background scenery.   
 Figure 1
The next step in the robotic assistant satellite achieving its objective is to have an algorithm to continue 
pointing at the panel of the ISS.  One method of completing this task is t
ISS panel for the robotic assistant satellite 
panel and the panel is not in the field of view of the camera, the mission is a failure.  
Figure 2:  Example of Maintaining Pointing with Visual Data
 
:  Basic Objective of Visual Tracking Algorithm 
o have a target or object on the 
to point the camera at.  If the objective is to observe a specific 
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 Another part in achieving the mission objective is to have an algorithm that can recognize if the robotic 
assistant satellite is viewing the panel from a skewed or angled orientation.  Thi
distortions in the recorded images.  
Figure 
A final aspect of achieving the mission object
distance between the robotic assistant satellite and the ISS.  If the robotic assistant satellite were to collide 
with the ISS, the result would be space debris in the ISS orbit and possible damage to 
robotic assistant satellite were to drift too far away from the ISS, it would lose visual tracking and 
possibly not be able to be re-docked with the ISS.  
Figure 4:  Collision after Failure to Maintain Nominal D
s will cause visual 
 
 
3:  Top View of Skewed Orientation 
ive is an algorithm to recognize and maintain the nominal 
the ISS.  If the 
 
 
istance 
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 Figure 5:  Losing Sight of the Target after Failure to Maintain Nominal Distance
1.1.1  Passive vs. Active 
Consider a robotic assistant satellite outside of the International Space Station with an objective 
observing a specific panel as in the previous section. 
With an active control, the ISS would be required to constantly send position, velocity, attitude, and 
angular velocity data to the robotic assistant satellite, and mission operations personnel on 
involved.  Extra equipment besides the camera must be built into the robotic assistant satellite, making it 
much more expensive.   
With a passive control, no ISS information is 
robotic assistant satellite could be released from the ISS, use its onboard equipment (camera) to track the 
panel using visual data, store the data, and return to the ISS.  No equipment is needed besides the camera, 
and no mission operations personnel are r
 
transferred to the robotic assistant satellite’s control.  The 
equired to send data to the satellite.   
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of 
earth would be 
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Why are passive relative control techniques important?  There are numerous reasons.  It is very 
expensive, complicated, and limiting to be in constant, real-time communication with a target satellite in 
order to track it.  A target satellite would have to incorporate being tracked into its mission by being 
launched with additional equipment, which is very expensive, and would have to budget the mission 
operations personnel into the lifetime of its mission to send commands and monitor the target satellite 
while it is being tracked, which is also expensive.  Mission operations personnel would require real-time 
information of both the target and body satellites’ positions and velocities to perform attitude maneuvers 
to line up the target’s antenna with the line-of-sight between the target and body, verify none of the 
satellites are in safe mode, confirm that no solar flares or atmospheric events have wreaked havoc with 
the data, and then let the control on the body satellite perform its maneuver.  Not only can a lot more go 
wrong, but this severely limits the tracking algorithm.  Only objects that can “talk back” to the body 
satellite can be tracked.  An asteroid, a piece of space debris, or a satellite not specifically launched with 
specialized equipment could not be tracked.   
Passive relative control is another way of saying the target is non-participatory, meaning any object 
should be able to be tracked.    
1.1.2  Inertial vs. Relative 
Consider an example of pointing a satellite to track an asteroid.  In the inertial control figure below, the 
ground station first calculates a reference inertial pointing direction from the ground station based on 
ascension and declination angles.  This is generally calculated as a unit direction vector when working 
with astronomical objects.  The ground station then has to calculate the inertial position of the satellite 
with respect to the ground station.  This is a statistical orbit determination problem.  At each time step, the 
direction of the ground station to target and ground station to satellite position vectors can be subtracted 
and normalized to obtain the relative unit direction vector between the satellite and target.  If the camera 
data is being used for navigation, the satellite does not process the images itself and calculate a control.  
Instead, the satellite sends the images through space and the atmosphere to the ground station in order for 
 the ground station to process the images, incorporate optical data into the statistical orb
solution, calculate a control, and then send the control up to the satellite.  
In the relative control figure below, the unit direction vector from the ground to the target is known at the 
initial time because a visual target is not
target is usually not chosen if it has n
initial time.  These direction vectors can be subtracted at the initial time to give the camera a pointing 
direction to get the target in its field of view.  Once the camera’s control st
data is sent to the satellite.  A main advantage of this approach is the satellite is processing its own data 
and calculating its own control responses.  It does not need to wait for the ground station on earth to 
receive, process, calculate, and transmit the data and responses.   
it determination 
 
Figure 6:  Inertial Control11, 18, 19 
 chosen without first knowing where that target is.  (A visual 
ot already been seen.)  The satellite’s position must be known at the 
arts to track the target, no more 
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 Several missions discussed in the literature review, especially the Galileo Gaspra encounter,
benefited greatly from using a relative control approach instead of sending data back to Earth for 
processing.  Technological concerns of twenty years ago are probably what made the mission design 
decisions, but if those missions were repeated today, different methods should be c
1.1.3  Overview 
The figure below illustrates the data transfer when
Figure 7:  Relative Control11, 18, 19 
onsidered.  
 a satellite docks with the ISS. 
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 would have 
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Figure 8:  Docking with the ISS16 
The chaser (body) satellite receives information from the chaser ground station, GPS, ISS, and DRS (data 
relay satellite).  The ISS receives information from the ISS ground station, GPS, the chaser satellite, and 
DRS.  The two ground stations must communicate with each other, and both must separately 
communicate with the DRS. 
This means that the chaser’s control is an active, inertial control.  Everything in the previous sections 
concluded a passive, relative control is a desired solution for numerous reasons.  If one of numerous parts 
on the chaser, chaser ground station, target, target ground station, GPS, or DRS is not working perfectly, 
then the maneuver cannot occur.  Instrument failures and misalignments happen.  Satellites go into safe 
mode.  GPS measurements become flawed.  Antennas do not deploy.  Data becomes corrupt or lost.  As a 
system is made more complex with more instruments that must work perfectly at synchronized times, and 
more data that must be transferred through the atmosphere, the less likely it is that this method of active, 
inertial control will work.  The research in passive, relative control is important because it lets the chaser 
satellite rely on its own data, process its own control, and react instead of relying on external data and an 
incredibly complex system that is bound to fail.   
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1.1  Literature Review 
1.1.1  Voyager Uranus Encounter14 
The two Voyager spacecraft were initially supposed to study Jupiter, Saturn, and their moons.  The 
satellites were still operational, NASA continued their funding, and Voyager 2 was sent on to explore 
Uranus and Neptune.  Now, both Voyager 1 and 2 are well beyond Pluto13.  Ten new Uranian satellites or 
moons were found using visual data from Voyager 2.   
Approximately 225 pictures were taken in the 75 days leading up to the encounter with Uranus.  The 
images were scheduled so ideally two or three stars would be in the background of Uranus in each 
picture.  The ascension and declination of the surrounding stars down to a magnitude of 10.0 were 
required, so a star catalog of the surrounding area of space was developed for this encounter.   
Once the image is on the ground at Earth, a technician visually finds the center of each object.  The 
centers of each object are then calculated using box filtering, which is basically a version of the batch 
filter that uses the technician’s visual estimations of the center of each object as the a priori information 
for the filter.   
In a filtering method like the batch processor, if the a priori information is too inaccurate the solution will 
not converge.  Taking the a priori information from a human approximation instead of a calculation is not 
recommended.  The researchers and mission operations personnel obviously made this method work and 
produced accurate results, but algorithms exist that take the human “eye-ball” estimation out of the 
process and replace it with machine calculation.  Also, if a computer can calculate the solution, the 
images do not have to be sent back to Earth for a solution to be generated.  Computer memory was more 
of an issue than transferring data across a solar system twenty years ago.  Now the technological situation 
is not the same, so the development, application, and usage of algorithms and control techniques do not 
need to reflect the issues of the past.     
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1.1.2  Galileo Gaspra Encounter12 
The spacecraft Galileo was scheduled for the first interplanetary flyby of an asteroid in 1991.  As often 
happens, something unexpected occurred.  Galileo’s high-gain antenna did not deploy, which meant that 
only four pictures of Gaspra, the asteroid, were sent back to Earth before the closest approach to the 
asteroid.  Using a low-gain antenna onboard Galileo instead of the high-gain antenna meant the difference 
between receiving the image data almost instantly and having to wait more than seventy hours for a single 
image.  The optical navigation techniques previously developed required more than four pictures, so 
researchers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory came up with a new algorithm called the single-frame mosaic 
technique.   
 
Figure 9:  Gaspra from Galileo11 
1.1.2.1  Batch Filtering (Voyager) Method 
The plan was to receive at least one hundred pictures in the sixty days leading up to the Gaspra encounter.  
The same image analysis and optical navigation techniques used for Voyager would have been reused and 
employed for the Galileo Gaspra encounter.  Initially, Gaspra would have been far enough away from the 
satellite to be treated as a point source similar to the stars in the background.  As Galileo approached 
throughout the passing days, Gaspra would appear larger and three-dimensional information such as 
11 
 
shape and orientation could have been calculated.  The same filtering method would have been utilized as 
Voyager.    
1.1.2.2  Single-Frame Mosaic   
The basis of the single-frame mosaic method was to leave the camera shutter open and get a time history 
of Gaspra in each picture instead of using the “point and click” method that takes a single instant in time.  
Also, while the camera shutter was open, the camera platform was slewed around to different positions.  
Slewing the camera around decreased the sensitivity to data loss and allowed multiple exposure times to 
be used in a single picture—one could benefit Gaspra observations more, the other could benefit the 
background star for orbit determination more.  Also, slewing the camera around could let a single picture 
view a larger amount of space than the field of view of the camera allows.   
1.1.2.3  Summary 
The single-frame mosaic technique is ingenious and the researchers who came up with it had very little 
time to develop and implement the idea.  Both the single-frame mosaic and traditional techniques depend 
on data transfer and analysis of the images on Earth.  If the satellite could process the images and feed the 
results into its orbit determination solution, then this issue would not have occurred in the first place.   
1.1.3  Configuring the Deep Impact AutoNav System for Lunar, Comet, and Mars 
Landings10 
The optical navigation system developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory is referred to as AutoNav.  
Any missions that obtain close up, never before seen images of comets like the recent EPOXI or NExT 
missions, use the AutoNav system.   
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Figure 10:  Tempel-1 Comet Viewed during the NExT Mission 
The AutoNav system is planned to be expanded to do more than maneuver around comets using optical 
data—the task of the optical navigation department at JPL is to use AutoNav to precisely land on the 
Moon, a comet, and Mars.  AutoNav uses a system for surface modeling and landmark tracking to 
estimate the spacecraft position and attitude.  The proposed landing system has meter-level accuracy.  
During the landing maneuver, visual data is taken from the cameras.  The new AutoNav system does not 
depend on gyroscope or accelerometer data.  Before the maneuver, the AutoNav system must have 
accurate surface images to compare the control to.  The AutoNav control is only as accurate as the pre-
flight information and the in-flight attitude information taken from the camera data.  The figure below 
shows an example of landmarks in an image. 
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Figure 11:  Landing Optical Navigation Landmarks 
Using landmarks for landing on something as large as the moon sounds like a decent method because it is 
unlikely that a landmark of that size would move between the pre-flight surface mapping and the in-flight 
maneuver.  Transferring this method to docking between satellites could be problematic since the 
landmarks to track on the target satellite would be much smaller and subject to small movement 
variations. 
1.1.4  Autonomous Helicopter using Feature Tracking15 
Researchers combined visual sensing of urban features like windows with GPS (Global Positioning 
System) and IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) data to track objects.  The helicopter is initialized in a 
hover mode and a user selects a window for it to track.  It tracks the window through successive frames.   
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Figure 12:  Helicopter during a Test 
A lot of inertial information is used in this application.  However, a technique of identifying windows in 
an image was explored.  
First, the color of the target (window) is determined after the user clicks on the target in the image.  Then 
the image is converted to grayscale by OpenCV software.  This is done for processing speed.  The pixels 
of the image with the right color are given a value of ‘1’ while the other pixels are given a value of ‘0’, 
turning the image into a binary image.  Some of the objects in the background might have a similar color 
as the target and will also have a ‘0’ in the binary image, so a square finding algorithm is used to find the 
windows.  Then, template matching is employed using the user’s input of where to look for the target.  
Once the object is found, tracking can begin.  The output to the control is velocity. 
This visual sensing technique is sensitive to lighting conditions, and other environment factors were not 
thoroughly tested.  It assumes a square is being tracked, and factors such as the target being partially 
obscured or viewed from a skewness angle so the square began to look like a rectangle were not pursued.  
It is another method for visual sensing and target tracking, but is also very limiting in terms of what 
targets can be tracked under what conditions.  
1.1.5  STARDUST Wild 2 Encounter17 
The STARDUST Wild 2 mission collected dust samples from the comet Wild 2 in early 2004.  The 
navigation used a combination of optical and radio techniques.   
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Images are taken of the comet with stars in the background.  The stars are considered inertial.  The center 
of the comet is calculated.  The radio and image data are combined to calculate the orbit determination 
solution.  The “centerfinding” uses a moment calculation, but it skips the visual tracking algorithm step 
and has numerous admitted difficulties and limitations, such as lighting, geometry, noise, etc.   
1.1.6  Moment Functions in Image Analysis:  Theory and Applications1 
The fields of computer vision and robotics use image analysis techniques for many applications.  Moment 
functions can be used for automatic character recognition, aircraft identification, pattern matching, 
“invariant pattern recognition, object classification, pose estimation, image coding, and reconstruction1.”  
Mukundan and Ramakrishnan use moment functions to describe geometric features of an image.  This 
thesis differs because something is assumed about the target and then the moment functions are used to 
gain information about the relative position and orientation of the body satellite with respect to the target.   
Mukundan also draws the relationship between the zeroth, first and second moments in statistics and 
mass.  His explanation is summed up in the following table. 
Table 1:  Mukundan’s Comparison of Moments Across Fields 
Moment Statistics Mass Images 
0th  Total Probability Total Mass Total Area 
1st  Expectation (Mean) Center of Mass Central Coordinate 
2nd  Variance Inertia Orientation 
 
The basis of Mukundan’s image analysis with geometric moments is to consider “an image as a two-
dimensional intensity distribution1.”  The results of the image’s geometric moments are the total image 
area, the central pixel coordinate of the image, and the orientation.  Mukundan calls the second image 
moment the orientation, and while it can be used to calculate the orientation of the image within the plane 
of the camera’s screen, it would be more accurate to call it the inertia of the image.  The length of the 
target in pixels can also be calculated from the second image moment if something is known about the 
target or image shape.   
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Besides geometric moments, there are also orthogonal, Legendre, Zernike, and complex moments covered 
by Mukundan that may be of use to future researchers on this project.  
Mukundan used applied moments for pattern recognition, object identification, and attitude and position 
estimation.  He used two methods of attitude and pose estimation:  1)  using a pattern on a plane of an 
object, or 2) using multiple views (cameras) of the object to estimate a particular view direction.   
The first method is closest to the desired developments of this thesis, but Mukundan’s method requires a 
pattern to be in constant view of the camera, and anything tracked must be man-made.  Also, this method 
is very numerically intensive and not based on skewness.  Another note is it depends on an assumption 
that the initial distance from the camera to the target is known—something that is not known in any of the 
proposed simulations.   
The second method proposed multiple cameras viewing the target from different positions, compiling all 
of the multiple images into a library in real time, and calculating relative orientation from the compiled 
information.  This posed many practical issues—it is expensive enough to launch one robotic assistant 
satellite into space.  If a control requires multiple satellites to be operational and communicate with each 
other in real time in order to complete a mission, then the control option becomes less realistic. 
Mukundan saw the parallels between how geometric moments are used for mass, statistics, and images, 
and even recognized that skewness in an image represents a deviation from symmetry.  He did not take 
that a step further to apply skewness as a way to determine relative orientation.   
1.1.7  Statistical Moments, Jamie Shutler5 
Shutler introduces how researchers in image analysis use the third moment to calculate skewness, which 
is used as a measure of symmetry.  The direction of the asymmetry is determined by looking at the sign of 
the skewness calculation.  Being able to determine the direction of the asymmetry is very important for 
control applications because if an algorithm can detect that an image is skewed but has no way of 
 determining in which direction it is skewed, the control will not know in which direction to apply a 
restoring force to fix the problem.   
Some researchers in image analysis are concerned with letter recognition.  Using the third moment and 
skewness helps with letter recognition since skewness is a measure of symmetry about an axis.  
The letter “M” is symmetrical about the vertical axis, but not the horizontal axis.  This helps identify it is 
the letter “M”.  The letter “C” is symmetrical about the horizontal axis, but not the vertical axis, and this 
helps identify it is a “C”.  This is found by calcula
1.2  Overview/Scope
The setup of the problem includes two bodies, generally either two satellites or two ground rovers.  The 
satellite with the camera attached is called the 
camera is called the target satellite.  
 
 
Figure 13:  Letter Recognition5 
ting the third moment for each letter in each axis.
 
body satellite; the one that the body is trying to track with a 
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The target should be tracked based off of information the camera collects.  This makes for a relative 
control because all of the data a camera can collect 
The main problems that have to be solved are:  
1) How can a camera track a target so the center of the target stays at the center of the camera 
screen?   
2) How can a camera/computer tell
is not looking at it “straight on”?  
3) How can the camera/computer
camera?   
There are three different controls that
control keeps the center of the target in the center of the camera’s viewing frame.  The skewness control 
 
 
 
are relative to the two satellites and not inertial.
 
 if the target is tilted away from the camera, meaning 
 
 figure out distance or changes in distance when only using one 
 should work in concert for the simulation to function
Inertial 
Point 
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the camera 
.  The attitude 
 keeps the body satellite “straight on”, or perpendicular to, the target.  This is especially
rendezvous and docking maneuvers.  The position control keeps the target at a fixed distance from the 
body satellite.  The three controls are how to put the solutions to the three main problems solved in this 
thesis into action. 
Another way to look at all three controls is to imagine the target satelli
body satellite at the edge of the sphere.  The attitude control keeps the body satellite always pointing at 
the center of the sphere (at the target).  The sk
the sphere until the body is looking at the target from a “straight on” view.  The distance control keeps the 
radius of the sphere constant, as seen in 
1.2.1  Attitude Control 
Attitude is a measure of pointing.  In terms of a relative control, the center of the camera should be 
pointing at the center of the target.  The attitude control is arguably the most important control,
 
te at the center of a sphere and t
ewness control moves the body satellite along the edge of 
the following figure.  
 
Figure 14:  Overview of Controls 
19 
important for 
he 
 because if 
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it does not work, the camera will lose sight of the target.  Imagine if there is a science mission that is 
supposed to track an asteroid and the camera cannot even see the asteroid because the body satellite is 
pointed in the wrong direction.  That would lead to an instant mission failure. 
The following two figures show the camera frame viewing a target.  On the right, the attitude control is 
working because the center of the camera is pointing at the center of the target.  On the left, the attitude 
control is not functioning correctly because the center of the target is not at the center of the camera 
frame.   
 
Figure 15:  Attitude Control Not Working 
 
Figure 16:  Attitude Control Working 
 
1.2.2  Skewness Control 
For a skewness control, it is important to get a measure of perpendicularity relative to an object.  For 
maneuvers such as automated rendezvous and docking, it is very important to know how “straight on” or 
perpendicular the body is to the target.  
The following two figures show the camera frame viewing a target.  In the right figure, the skewness 
control is working because the camera is viewing the target from “straight on”.  On the left, the skewness 
control is not working, because the camera is viewing the target from a skewed angle.   
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Figure 17:  Skewness Control Not Working 
 
Figure 18:  Skewness Control Working 
 
1.2.3  Distance Control 
A position control has the job of keeping the body a certain distance away from the target.  This is 
important because you do not want the body drifting too far away from the target, but you also do not 
want the body colliding with the target.  There may be rendezvous maneuvers that are closely controlled, 
but for the most part, a specified distance is desired for observation and tracking.  If the body gets too far 
away there will not be accurate tracking, the other controls will not work accurately, and tracking will 
eventually be lost.   
The following two figures show the camera frame viewing a target.  In the right figure, the distance 
control is working because the body is keeping a correct, specified distance from the target.  On the left, 
the distance control is not working because the body is not keeping a specified distance from the target.  
In this case, the body has drifted too far away from the target so the target appears smaller and shows up 
as fewer pixels in each camera frame.   
 
Figure 19:  Distance Control Not Working 
 
Figure 20:  Distance Control Working 
 
  
 2.1  UMBRA 
The software used to develop this project is a simulation framework 
Laboratories named UMBRA.  UMBRA uses a combination of C++, Tcl/Tk, and OpenGL graphics to 
quickly and easily simulate and visualize complex systems.  In UMBRA, each function
becomes its own module.  Modules can have multipl
Data flows through the input and output connectors at each time step
through the connectors like electrons through wires. 
different modules together like LEGO
(or update loop, as UMBRA calls it), 
through an output connector which is connected to Module 2’s input connector, Module 2’s calculations 
are completed, data is sent from its output connectors to more modules, and so on.  
Chapter 2 Project Background 
created by Sandia National 
al component
e input and output connectors.   
 
Figure 21:  UMBRA Sample Module 
—like electronics, the data flows
 To construct a simulation, connect instances of 
s® or wires connecting different parts of a circuit.  Each time step 
Module 1 is called, its calculations are completed,
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 the data leaves 
 All of the modules are created and compiled in C++, but connected together to form a simulation in Tcl.  
Creating the simulation in Tcl makes UMBRA incredibly flexible because modules can be exchanged 
without recompiling any code.  For example, if a virtual camera
virtual camera module.  If a real camera
the virtual camera module in the Tcl script, connect them to the real camera module instead, and now real 
camera data would flow into the simulation and no code 
change.  Interchanging a virtual or real robot that moves around the lab follow
principle—they are both modules in
no code needs to be recompiled.   
2.2  Data Flow 
The data flow of the project comes from sequential camera images being taken.  The flow of images is 
processed by a statistical pressure snake al
From the statistical pressure snake algorithm, the output is a series of snake control points which make up 
the outside curve or “snake” of the statistical pressure snake as seen 
Figure 22:  UMBRA Sample Data Flow 
 is needed in one simulation, connect the 
 is then needed, disconnect the input and output connectors tied to 
would need to be recompiled to make this 
s the exact same 
 UMBRA, so one is chosen when the simulation is created in Tcl and 
gorithm, which tracks a specific target in the 
in Figure 24.   
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image by hue.   
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Figure 23:  Statistical Pressure Snakes Tracking a Hard 
Hat6 
  
Figure 24:  Snake Control Points6 
 
Each snake control point has a corresponding (x,y) coordinate in the camera frame which can be used to 
calculate a moment of any order.  In this project, the snake control points are sent to an OpenCV program 
that calculates the image moments.  The statistical pressure snake algorithm works well under varying 
lighting conditions, can track any shape, and even works when part of the image is obscured.    
At this point in the data flow, an attitude error estimator module takes the central coordinates (first 
moment) of the target and calculates the attitude error between the center of the target and camera.  The 
attitude control determines how the camera must rotate for the center of the target to be in the center of 
the camera screen.  The moment information is sent off to a skewness control law that calculates how the 
body must move to be perpendicular to target.  Finally, information from the image about how many 
pixels the target takes up can be used to figure out a change in depth, which is sent to the distance control.   
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Chapter 3 Attitude Control 
The objective of the attitude control is for the center of the camera to point at the center of the target.  The 
attitude control is considered to be the most important component of visual control because if it fails the 
camera will not be able to “see” the target, so none of the other controls will be able to work.  The figures 
below again show what it means for the attitude control to be working or not working.  An attitude 
control would not be working in Figure 25 because the center of the target is not in the center of the 
camera screen.  The attitude control is working in Figure 26 because the center of the target is in the 
center of the camera screen.    
 
Figure 25:  Attitude Control Not Working 
 
Figure 26:  Attitude Control Working 
3.1  Attitude Control Development 
The development of the attitude control starts with Euler’s rotational equations of motion.  In order to 
make the equations less confusing, the variable names and descriptions are provided in the table below. 
Table 2:  Attitude Variables 
 Body inertia tensor (assume rigid body) 
 /	 Body angular acceleration with respect to the inertial reference frame 
/	 Body angular velocity with respect to the inertial reference frame 

 Unconstrained external torque vector 
 Known external torque acting on the body 
/ Attitude error between body and target frames (Modified Rodrigues Parameter) 
(relative attitude) 
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/  Angular velocity error between body and target frames (relative angular velocity) 
/  /	  /	 
/	 Target angular velocity with respect to the inertial reference frame 
 /	 Target angular acceleration with respect to the inertial reference frame 
The derivation of the rotational attitude control begins with Euler’s rotational equations of motion. 
 
 /	  /	/	  
   (3.1) 
The tilde operator is matrix notation for the cross product2.     
 
   0   0   0  (3.2) 
The Lyapunov function given below is meant to drive both the relative attitude and relative angular 
velocity to zero. 
 / , /    / /  2 !"1  / / (3.3) 
The derivative of the Lyapunov function must be calculated to determine stability.  Because the Lyapunov 
function is a scalar quantity, the derivative can be taken with respect to any reference frame.  The body 
frame makes the calculation simple since the inertia tensor does not vary with respect to the body frame. 
  / , /   /  $$% /  /  / (3.4) 
The relation for the body derivative of the relative angular velocity is given below. 
 
$$%
 /   /	   /	  &/	'/	 (3.5) 
Plug the relation for the body derivative of the relative angular velocity into the derivative of the 
Lyapunov function. 
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  / , /   / ( /	  &/	'/	   /	   /) (3.6) 
Plug Euler’s rotational equations of motion into the derivative of the Lyapunov function. 
      / , /   / &/	/	  
    &/	'/	   /	   /' (3.7) 
Force the derivative of the Lyapunov function to be negative definite by setting it equal to a negative 
definite function. 
 / &/	/	  
    &/	'/	   /	   /'  / */ (3.8) 
Solving for the control, the result is the same as the unconstrained control law in H. Schaub’s Analytical 
Mechanics of Space Systems2. 
 
   /  */   /	  /	/	  /	/	   (3.9) 
The equation above is the control that would be ideal for the system in a perfect world if all information 
were perfectly known.  However; this simply is not the case.  What information is known?  How well can 
we get each of these values for a control?  What issues are there?  These are some questions the next 
section on sensing will delve into.   
3.2  Sensing 
The overall goal of this thesis is passive relative visual control.  Stated simply, the goal is to use data from 
a camera to track objects.  Similar to a toddler eagerly watching her parent’s hand that has a cookie in it, 
we are giving a robot an eye (camera) and giving its brain (computer) algorithms to process the data so it 
can track an object for us.  We want the robot to be able to track our cookies.  Or point flashlights for 
astronauts.  Or “watch” something to collect scientific data.   
If the overall goal is to use that camera data for the control equation developed in the previous section, 
what part of the camera data gets matched up with what part of the control?  How is it done?  What are 
the other values in the control law and where do they come from?  Can we even get some of those values?  
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Does the control law work if we cannot get some of those values?  What if the values we get are faulty?  
Does the control law still work?  Analyzing the terms in the full Lyapunov control equation will answer 
these questions. 
3.2.1  Relative Motion 
The relative attitude and angular velocity terms in the full Lyapunov control are / and / . 
3.2.1.1  Origin 
The relative attitude (/) ultimately is obtained from the camera data, but the calculation of the target 
center comes from the statistical pressure snake module, and the translation of the pixel offset into the 
relative attitude MRP comes from the attitude error estimator module.   
The relative angular velocity (/ ) is calculated from an equation that uses the numerical differentiation 
of the relative attitude (Eqn 3.17).  Therefore, the relative angular velocity is dependent on a time history 
of sequential camera frames, but also on the statistical pressure snake and attitude error estimator 
modules.   
The statistical pressure snake algorithm first finds the outside edge of the target.  The information about 
the shape of the object is used to calculate the zeroth, first, second, and third moments.  The first moment 
is the coordinate of the image center in pixels.  Consider this as attitude error for the scope of this thesis.  
An explanation follows.   
The goal of the attitude control is for the center of the camera screen to point at the center of the target.  
Imagine that the center of the target is off of the center of the camera’s screen by ‘x’ pixels to the right 
and ‘y’ pixels up like Figure 27.  A calculation must translate the ‘x’ pixels to the right into a desired yaw 
rotation and the ‘y’ pixel up into a desired pitch rotation.  Then, a control must rotate the camera through 
the resulting yaw and pitch rotations so the camera will be pointing at the center of the target.  Notice that 
using the center of the target yields a two-axis control since the camera will only rotate in two-axes (yaw 
 and pitch).  This means the attitude control does not correct for any third
this corresponds to ensuring the target is always in view but not correcting for any spin within the 
camera’s view.  The target could be spinning around its central pixel, and as long as the central pixel does 
not waver from the center of the camera sc
The attitude control is developed using Modified Rodrigues Parameters, so the yaw and pitch rotations 
translated into MRPs.   
Figure 
The field of view of a camera shows the spread angle the camera can view in an image in each axis.  The 
field of view is required to translate the pixel offset in each axis into the two
must undergo in order to view the center of the target at the center of the camera screen.
-axis, or roll, rotations.  Visual
reen, the two-axis attitude control will not notice any v
27:  Attitude Error Estimator Example 
-axis rotation the camera 
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ly, 
ariation.  
are 
 
 
 To translate the pixel offset into a rotation, the relation between the pixel and the angle must be calculated 
using the field of view in that axis.  
Figure 29:  Attitude Error Estimator Geometry for Horizontal Camera Axis
Figure 28:  Field of View8 
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From the far right triangle in Figure 29, there is the relation between the yaw and perpendicular distance 
from the focal point to the target shown below. 
 tan./012  34 (3.10) 
The attitude error estimator is supposed to calculate yaw, so the equation above can be solved for yaw. 
 /01  tan5 6347 (3.11) 
The perpendicular distance from the focal point to the target is unknown, but the value of k can be 
substituted using relations from the middle triangle of Figure 29.   
 tan 689:; 7  <4 (3.12) 
 =  < >?@6ABC;D 7 (3.13) 
Plug the relation for k into the equation for yaw.  
 /01  tan5 (3< tan 689:; 7) (3.14) 
The same process is done for pitch except the vertical field of view and vertical size of the camera screen 
in pixels must be used.  Once the yaw and pitch are calculated, an Euler rotational sequence can be 
constructed and translated into MRPs.  The software module developed in UMBRA for the attitude error 
estimator was created by another researcher20.   
Once the attitude is calculated in MRPs, sequential camera frames can be used to differentiate the attitude 
and calculate the relative attitude time derivative /.  The relative angular velocity and the relative 
attitude derivative can be calculated from each other using the following equation2. 
 /  E F/ (3.15) 
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F  .1  23  2G  2 (3.16) 
The attitude error estimator module gives the control module a relative MRP value for each time step.  
Sequential time steps can be numerically differentiated to calculate  .  Numerically differentiating noisy 
data leads to noise amplification, so a low pass filter is used.  The data will be noisy even if a simulation 
environment is used with virtual modules (ex:  virtual camera) because the boundary pixels of a target 
introduce noise in an image.  Using a visual tracking algorithm to calculate the moments will reduce the 
noise compared to calculating the moments directly from the image with noisy boundary pixels, but in 
either case the relative attitude measurement will have some noise.  Please see Figures 30-33 for 
numerical low pass filter justification. 
Since   is the variable that is known, the equation above must be rearranged to solve for the relative 
angular velocity as shown in the following equation. 
 /  4F5/ (3.17) 
The graphs below show the relative angular velocity.  Unfiltered, it is subject to noise amplification 
because it is calculated from the numerical differentiation of the relative MRPs, which will have some 
noise from the statistical pressure snakes and camera data.  Numerically differentiating noisy data will 
lead to noise amplification.  Putting this into a control without a filter could drive the control unstable.  
Everything could be correct with the control theory, but the numerical inputs would lead to an unstable 
solution.  A low pass filter will reduce the noise, but will also introduce an element of lag into the control.  
In this system, the increased performance in the control dwarfs any concerns about lag.  The angular 
velocity term is needed for a stable control, and the filter is needed to use the calculated angular velocity.   
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Figure 30:  Unfiltered Angular Velocity (Time) 
 
Figure 31:  Filtered Angular Velocity (Time) 
Figure 32:  Unfiltered Angular Velocity (Frequency) Figure 33:  Filtered Angular Velocity (Frequency) 
 
Since at least one variable required in the attitude control is subject to noise amplification and requires a 
low pass filter (/), a filter module was created in UMBRA.  Any number of states can be filtered 
using the same filter module after initialization.  Fourteen filter options are programmed, including first 
order low pass, second order low pass, first order high pass, recursive, bandpass, and notch.  For details, 
see the appendix. 
3.2.1.2  Control 
If only the relative attitude terms are available for the control, the resulting control law is reduced to the 
following.  Note that for a purely relative control, the inertia tensor of the body satellite does not need to 
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be known.  The only information that must be known is data coming from the camera.  If the angular 
velocity term is used, it is calculated by the numerical differentiation of the relative Modified Rodrigues 
Parameter / (as explained in a previous section 3.2.1.2), so a filter is required.  A filter introduces lag 
into the control.  If this is not desired, the following purely relative control can be used for very smooth 
reference motions, but a lot of the dynamics of the system will be treated as disturbances by the control.  
The system must be known very well, including the overall motion of the spacecraft and target, before 
choosing an appropriate control if some of the system dynamics are going to be treated as disturbances in 
the control.   
The output of each attitude control, u, is a torque vector that will act to rotate the spacecraft.   
3.2.1.2.1 Purely Relative Attitude Control – No Filter 
It is not recommended to use the purely relative attitude control 
IJKBLMNOPQ  unless it is absolutely known 
that the reference motion is incredibly slow and smooth and this control can work for the chosen system.  
This control has no angular velocity term and treats many of the system terms as disturbances.  This 
control was not shown to be asymptotically stabilizing for the presented simulations and was therefore not 
chosen as an adequate control for the underlying reference motion. 
 
IJKBLMNOPQ   / (3.18) 
3.2.1.2.2 Purely Relative Attitude Control – Filter  
For the purposes of the example simulations, the purely relative attitude control with a filter worked, but 
since the inertia and body angular velocity was known, the relative/body control was chosen.   
As explained in a previous section (Section 3.2.1.2), / must have a low pass filter applied before it 
can be used in a control because it is subject to noise amplification.  If / is not filtered, it can drive the 
control unstable.   
 
IJLMNOPQ   /  */  (3.19) 
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3.2.1.3  Results 
3.2.1.3.1 Attitude Regulation 
For an attitude regulation simulation, the simulation starts with an attitude error.  The reference conditions 
to be tracked are all zero.  With the chosen attitude description of Modified Rodigrues Parameters, each 
of the three elements must be brought to and kept at zero.  
Table 3:  Attitude Regulation Initial Conditions 
/	  0 0 0 Target attitude from the Simulated Target Attitude module 
10 0.8 0.8 Initial Position offset between Camera and Target [x y z] 
  TU0V10 20 30 Body inertia tensor 
  15 Relative attitude gain 
*  TU0V5 5 5 Relative angular velocity gain (if the control uses it) 
  0 0 0 Known external torque 
The initial view from the camera looked like the following figure.  As you can see, the center of the target 
is not in the center of the camera screen, so there is an initial attitude error that the attitude control law 
will drive to zero.   
 
Figure 34:  Initial Attitude Regulation Camera Simulation 
View 
 
Figure 35:  Final Attitude Regulation Camera Simulation 
View 
 
The relative attitude is driven to zero, which is what the full Lyapunov control would be expected to do.  
The relative control works with the given regulation simulation.   
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Figure 36:  Relative Attitude Control Regulation Error 
 
Figure 37:  Relative Attitude Control Regulation Torque 
Response 
 
 
3.2.1.3.2 Attitude Tracking 
Attitude tracking differs from regulation because the target is moving according to some reference motion 
instead of being stationary.  The simulated target attitude is shown for a certain length of time.  The 
simulated target attitude is not subject to noise and will not vary across each simulation.   
Table 4:  Attitude Tracking Initial Conditions 
/	  Y 0.4sin .0.005\20.3sin .0.001\20.5sin .0.015\2] 
Target attitude from the Simulated Target Attitude module 
10 0.8 0.8 Initial Position offset between Camera and Target [x y z] 
  TU0V10 20 30 Body inertia tensor 
  15 Relative attitude gain 
*  TU0V5 5 5 Relative angular velocity gain (if the control uses it) 
  0 0 0 Known external torque 
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With the tracking problem, the relative attitude control drives the error toward zero.  The control is 
treating some of the dynamics of the system as disturbances, so the error does not stay ideally at zero, but 
the error remains bounded to a very small error within 10-3 MRP.   
Figure 38:  Attitude Tracking with Purely Relative Control 
 
 
Figure 39:  Zoomed View of Attitude Tracking with Purely 
Relative Control 
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3.2.2  Body Motion 
The body angular velocity term in the full Lyapunov control is /	.   
3.2.2.1  Origin 
The body attitude term of the control law (/	) is obtained from an onboard gyroscope.  In general, it is 
a good assumption that the body attitude is known.  These measurements will be imperfect and subject to 
noise.  Noisy data can be filtered and redundancies can be built in, but there may be certain cases or 
missions in which the body attitude is not included in the control, such as if the spacecraft inertia cannot 
be assumed as a known.  For the following numerical simulations, the body attitude terms were not 
corrupted to simulate the noise of an onboard gyroscope. 
3.2.2.2  Control 
If the relative and body terms are available for the control, the resulting control law is reduced from 
Section 3.1 to the following. 
 
^_9$`   /  */  /	/	 (3.20) 
For the purposes of the proposed simulations, the purely relative attitude control with a filter (Section 
3.2.1.3.2) and the relative/body attitude control 
^_9$` were both functional.  Because the inertia of the 
spacecraft and the body angular velocity could both be assumed as known, the relative/body attitude 
control was chosen after the studies in the following section (Section 3.2.2.4). 
3.2.2.3  Results 
3.2.2.3.1 Attitude Regulation 
The same initial conditions were chosen for the body/relative regulation simulation as the relative 
regulation simulation in the previous section.   
The body/relative attitude is driven to zero, which is what the full Lyapunov control would be expected to 
do.  The body/relative control works with the given regulation simulation. 
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Figure 40:  Body/Relative Attitude Control Regulation 
Error 
Figure 41:  Body/Relative Attitude Control Regulation 
Torque Response 
 
 
3.2.2.3.2 Attitude Tracking 
The same simulation conditions were chosen for the body/relative tracking simulation as the relative 
tracking simulation in the previous section.   
The body/relative attitude control drives the relative attitude to zero during the provided tracking 
conditions, even though some of the system dynamics are treated as disturbances.  Since there are system 
dynamics being treated as disturbances and mostly compensated for by the control gains, the attitude error 
is not asymptotically driven to zero but the error remains below 10-3 MRP. 
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Figure 42:  Attitude Tracking with Relative/Body 
Control 
 
 
Figure 43:  Zoomed View of Attitude Tracking with 
Relative/Body Control 
 
3.2.3  Target Motion 
The target angular velocity and angular acceleration terms in the full Lyapunov control are /	 and 
 /	.  
3.2.3.1  Origin 
The target inertial terms cannot be obtained directly from the target satellite’s measurement devices 
without violating the overall goal of this thesis:  passive relative visual control.  If both the relative and 
body angular velocities are known, the target angular velocity can be estimated using the equation below.   
 /	  /	  /  (3.21) 
Analytically this is very simple, but there could be numerical issues since /	 will be subject to noise.  
The relative angular velocity / is subject to noise amplification and must be filtered.  The body 
angular velocity /	 is from a gyroscope measurement and will be filtered.  This means that the target 
angular velocity is based on two separate sources of noise and two pre-filtered values. 
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The target angular acceleration term will be calculated by numerically differentiating the target angular 
velocity and will be subject to noise amplification.  The target angular acceleration will need to be 
filtered, making it the third layer of filtering and subject to lag.    
The presented simulations include smooth, slow reference motions.  In future research, if sharp, fast 
reference motions are included, the full attitude control with better estimation of the target inertial terms 
should be pursued.  It is a numerical issue to be aware of, but outside the scope of this thesis.   
3.2.3.2  Control 
Once the relative, body, and target terms are all located and estimated, the full Lyapunov unconstrained 
control law can be employed.   
3.2.4  Summary 
Both the purely relative and relative/body controls performed almost identically well in the given 
simulations.  Orbital motion is about smooth, slow changes and reference motions, so either control 
would work.  However, the relative/body control contains more information and is closer to the full 
control developed in Section 3.1.  The body angular velocity could be obtained by gyroscopes while 
working with hardware and the attitude propagator module in the UMBRA simulation.  The inertia of 
each spacecraft is known to a good approximation before flight, but if this is not known, the purely 
relative control should be used.  The purely relative control can track smoothly varying reference motion 
such as the slowly varying sinusoidal reference motion of the attitude tracking simulation. 
3.3  Attitude Simulation Module Setup 
The Simulated Target Attitude module provides the simulated reference Modified Rodrigues Parameters 
of the simulation.  The next three modules form a framework for the output of the Simulated Target 
Attitude module to be connected to the target’s attitude in the virtual world, so when the Simulated Target 
Attitude module output is at some value, the GeoObject target module in the virtual world also has that 
same attitude.  This makes it so the target (a rectangle, sphere, satellite, etc.) can follow a reference 
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attitude trajectory.  Note:  the information from the Simulated Target Attitude module is not shared with 
the rest of the simulation.  This would be the same as the target satellite being in constant communication 
with the body satellite, and is in direct violation of the project goals.   
The Virtual Camera module is in the same virtual world as the GeoObject target module.  The Virtual 
Camera records camera data of the target—the streaming update of individual camera shots make the 
camera data similar to a movie of whatever the camera is pointing at (hopefully the target).  The data from 
the Virtual Camera then flows through the Statistical Pressure Snake module where the outer boundary of 
the target is tracked and moment information, such as the center of the image and inertia in pixels, is 
calculated.  The central coordinates of the target calculated from the Statistical Pressure Snakes are sent to 
the Attitude Error Estimator module, which calculates the relative Modified Rodrigues Parameters of the 
camera and target frames given the offset of the center of the target from the center of the camera’s screen 
(see Section 3.2.1).   
The Attitude Error Estimator module gives the Relative Control Law module the relative attitude between 
the body and target frames (a.k.a. attitude error).  The Relative Control Law module acts to drive this 
relative attitude to zero.  Sequential relative attitude measurements can be used to calculate the derivative 
of the relative attitude, which can be used to calculate the relative angular velocity.  The relative angular 
velocity would be subject to noise amplification since it would be calculated by numerically 
differentiating a noisy value, which is where the Filter module comes in.  The Attitude Propagator module 
propagates the body attitude given the applied control torque from the Relative Control Law module so 
the simulation can keep track of how the body satellite is rotating.   
  
 Figure 
  
44:  Attitude Simulation Module Setup 
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Chapter 4 Visual Skewness Control Properties 
4.1  Background of Geometric Moments 
Geometric moments have been used in a myriad of ways.  Whether used to find the center of mass of a 
paper clip or automatic aircraft identification, moment equations all start from the same basic formula.   
4.1.1  Overview 
The general, raw, non-central moment equation for one axis is the following equation in which ab is the 
moment, c is the order, d.e2 is the density function, and e is the variable21.  fg is the notation for 
expectation.  This general moment equation can be applied to statistics, image analysis, or mass.  There 
are differences, such as what is used for the density function.    
 ab  feb  h ed.e2Tei5i  (4.1) 
The general, central moment equation for one axis that can also be applied to statistics, image analysis, or 
mass is the following equation21.  The central moment is useful for looking at tendencies around the mean 
of the data set, image, or mass, and is what will be utilized in this research.  For simplicity of notation, the 
subtraction of the mean will be dropped from further equations even though the central moment equation 
will be used.   
 ab  fx  E.x2l  h e  f.e2bd.e2Tei5i  (4.2) 
The general moment equation for mixed-axes is the following equation1.  The mixed-axis equation is not 
used for statistics applications because data for statistical tests are in one dimension.     
 abm  n eb/mo.e, /2TeT/p ,               c, q  0,1,2,3 … (4.3) 
For a continuous body, the equation below is the relation for a moment about the x-axis s3t of any order 
p, non-uniform density d.e, /2.   
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 s3t  n /bd.e, /2TeT/u  (4.4) 
4.1.1.1  Density Functions 
For statistics applications, the variable e in the moment equations is random.  The density function d.e2 
for statistics is the probability density function.  There are specific requirements that must be met for the 
probability density function to hold for statistics applications.  Some of these make intuitive sense, such 
as the probability of an event occurring cannot be less than zero percent and cannot be greater than one 
hundred percent.  Let the probability * of an event occurring when the variable x is a certain value ev be 
equal to the density function at that value.   
 *x  xw  ρ.xw2 (4.5) 
The probability is constrained by the following21: 
1.   0 y * y 1 (4.6) 
2.  *.∞ y e y  ∞2  1 (4.7) 
3.                         For  e4 { ev                *ev y e y e4  *.e y e42  *e y ev (4.8) 
For mass applications, the density function in the moment formula is the density function of the body.  
The physical mass per volume characteristics of the material at each coordinate point within the body 
determines the density function.  
For image applications, the density function in the moment formula is the intensity function of the image.  
This is described by the hue of each pixel.   
4.1.2  Moments Across Disciplines 
The equations for geometric moments are simple calculus, but the applications for geometric moments 
split off into many different fields.  Many dynamics fields have used geometric moments to describe the 
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characteristics of a physics object like area, center of mass, and inertia.  Statisticians have used moments 
in order to describe data.  Researchers in image analysis and computer vision have used geometric 
moments for numerous applications mentioned in Mukundan including automatic character recognition, 
aircraft identification, pattern matching, “invariant pattern recognition, object classification, pose 
estimation, image coding, and reconstruction1.”  In each field, some of the moments have been visualized 
and interpreted differently due to the way they have been applied.  A lot can be learned by looking across 
the different fields.  In particular, statisticians are not constrained to think in terms of three-dimensional 
real bodies that have mass and other properties, so the way they have visualized some of the higher 
moments (especially the third) has been very helpful.  The same concepts of geometric moments apply 
across all fields; after all, the same equations are being used.   
4.2  Skewness Proof 
Previous researchers in image analysis have recognized that skewness in images is a measure of 
symmetry, but no one has applied that to a measure of perpendicularity to determine if the target is 
“tilted” with respect to the camera, meaning the camera should move around the target until it is in the 
perpendicular or “straight on” orientation.   
There are three important points readers should be aware of in the following sections: 
1) If the first image/mass moment has the same concept as the first statistics moment, and the 
second image/mass moment has the same concept as the second statistics moment, then the third 
image/mass moment has the same concept has the third statistics moment.  There are multiple 
image analysis resources that have proven using the third moment in image analysis with the 
same concept as the third statistics moment, but geometric moment concepts will make more 
sense if readers are exposed to this rather than being pointed to references.  
2) Differences between mass and statistics moments come from the questions being asked.  The 
concepts and equations are the same.  
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3) The non-dimensional skewness value g3 can be used as a control variable for perpendicularity 
when certain knowledge is known about the target.   
4.2.1  Mass/Image and Statistics Moments are the Same Concept 
The point of this section is to convince the reader that the third geometric moment can be used in image 
analysis as a measure of skewness and symmetry, just like in statistics.  This concept has been proven and 
is shown in Mukundan1.  Shutler even shows an example of letter recognition and how using the 
skewness coefficient allows different letters to be recognized in image analysis5.  
4.2.1.1  First Geometric Moment 
Thinking of moments in mass starts out as a calculus concept you can literally wrap your fingers around.  
Using the moment equation for a continuous body, the zeroth mass moment is the following equation, 
which is the total mass of the object.   
 s3|  n d.e, /2TeT/u  (4.9) 
Since the mass of a continuous body does not vary, it is the same for both axes; therefore, the zeroth 
moment for both axes must be equal. 
 s3|  s`| (4.10) 
Using the moment equation for a continuous body, the first mass moment is the following equation.  The 
distance from the x-axis to the infinitesimal coordinate of the continuous body is /.  The first moment 
divided by the total system mass (the zeroth moment), equals the y-coordinate center of mass /G.  Find a 
pen, envelope, or some sort of small object and try to balance it on your finger.  The point at which it is 
balanced is its center of mass coordinate.   
 s3}  n /d.e, /2TeT/u  (4.11) 
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 /G  ~;}~;| (4.12) 
In statistics, the first moment represents the mean of the data set.  In mass, the first moment represents the 
center of mass or the mean of the object.  In image analysis, the first moment represents the central 
coordinate pixel of the object.  If constant density and a “straight on”, perpendicular orientation are 
assumed, the central coordinate pixel from image analysis and the center of mass from a mass moment 
will be identical.  The density function used in the moment function for the mass moment is the physical 
density of the object (mass per volume), whereas the function used in the image moment is an intensity 
function based off of hue.  The two will generally yield similar results, but remember that our eyes can 
sometimes play “tricks” on us.  For example, a circle from a perpendicular orientation will look like an 
ellipse from a skewed orientation, which is why a priori knowledge must be known about the target 
before starting the control (see later sections).   
4.2.1.2  Second Geometric Moment 
Using the moment equation for a continuous body, the second mass moment is the following equation, 
which is the inertia of a body’s axis.  Inertia is the distribution of mass around the center of mass.  The 
classic physics example is the difference between a hollow or solid cylinder of equal mass rolling down a 
hill.  The mass is distributed differently around the center of mass for the hollow cylinder (far away from 
the center of mass) than the solid cylinder in which the mass is closer to the center of mass, so the inertias 
are different.  The hollow cylinder has a larger inertia than the solid cylinder because the hollow 
cylinder’s mass is distributed farther from its mean.     
 s3D  n /d.e, /2TeT/u  (4.13) 
In statistics, the second geometric moment is called the variance.  The variance can easily be seen in a 
data set as how the data are distributed around the mean.  If all of the data are close to the mean, the 
variance is low.  If the data are spread out and not near the mean, the variance is high.  It makes intuitive 
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and visual sense.  In the figure below, Curve A has a larger variance because the data are distributed 
further around the mean.  Curve B has a lower variance because the scores, values, or observations for 
this data set are distributed closer to the mean.   
 
Figure 45:  Comparison of Variance3 
In statistics, mass, and image analysis, the second geometric moment represents the distribution of stuff 
around its mean.   
4.2.1.3  Third Geometric Moment 
Using the moment equation for a continuous body, the third mass moment is the following equation. 
 s3  n /dTeT/u  (4.14) 
It does not have a defined meaning or application in terms of rigid body analysis yet.  Some researchers 
have started using the third moment in terms of image analysis, and this research continues their work.   
In statistics, the third moment is often non-dimensionalized using the second moment to create a value 
called g3 given below.  In the equation below, a is the third moment, a is the second moment, and " is 
the number of points in the data set.  For these purposes, " is the number of snake control points from the 
statistical pressure snake algorithm. 
 V  (.525 ) D/D  (4.15) 
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The variable V is known as the skewness of the data set.  After calculating proper statistical tests, the 
value of , the population variable, can be inferred, but that delves into the branch of inferential statistics 
and is different than the topic discussed here.   
The figure below shows what skewness in a data set means.  A positively skewed data set means a lot of 
the individual scores, values, or observations are lumped off in the lower end of the scale.  In the upper 
graph in which the distribution is positively skewed, both V and a (third moment) will be positive 
(remember that a, the variance, like inertia, can never be negative).  In the lower figure in which the 
distribution is negatively skewed, both V and a will be negative. 
 
Figure 46:  Skewness Figure from MVPStats4 
The following is what Mukundan wrote about skewness as applied to image analysis. 
“The third-order moments µ30, µ03 denote skewness of the image projections.  Skewness is a 
statistical measure of the degree of deviation from symmetry about the mean.  If an image is 
symmetrical about the line x = x0, then µ30 = 0.  We can therefore consider µ30 as a departure from 
symmetry about the mean axis x = x0.  Since µ20 is always positive, we can divide the µ30 term by 
(µ20)3/2 to get a non-dimensional quantity.  Thus the coefficients of skewness of an image about 
the x-axis and y-axis are1” 
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 3  |D|/D (4.16) 
 `  ||D/D (4.17) 
Mukundan realized that the same concepts about the third moment and skewness as applied to statistics 
could also be applied to image analysis.  The field of image analysis has utilized the third moment and 
skewness as a measure of symmetry for applications such as letter recognition5. 
Since skewness is a measure of symmetry for statistics and image analysis, and we know that geometric 
moments come from calculus and their concepts are the same across the fields to which they are applied, 
it makes sense that skewness is also a measure of symmetry in mass.  This research only uses skewness as 
a measure of symmetry in image analysis, which has been proven by other researchers and used in other 
applications1,5, but it is important to understand that a geometric moment of a specific order has the same 
concept no matter which field or application it is applied to.   
The table below shows what the 1st-3rd geometric moments mean for mass, image, and statistics 
applications.   
Table 5:  Comparison of Mass, Image and Statistics Moments 
Moment Mass Image Statistics 
1st Center of Mass 
(Mean) 
Central Pixel of 
Target (Mean) 
Mean 
2nd Inertia 
(Distribution 
around Mean) 
Inertia 
(Distribution 
around Mean) 
Variance 
(Distribution 
around Mean) 
3rd Symmetry Skewness, 
Symmetry 
Skewness, 
Symmetry 
 
4.2.2  Differences between Mass/Image and Statistics Moments 
One way to think of the differences between statistics and mass moments is to think of the questions they 
are trying to answer.  Take an example of a cell phone.  For a mass moment, the question would be:  what 
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is the total mass?  For a statistics moment, the question would be:  if you were to draw one particle out of 
the cell phone, what would you expect its individual mass to be?  For the mass moment, the entire mass 
continuum of the cell phone would be included in the calculation (meaning every particle in the cell 
phone, or the entire research population).  For the statistics moment, a random sample would be drawn 
from the research population, meaning a random sample of particles would be taken from the cell phone.  
When dealing with the rotation of satellites, we want to know the characteristics of the entire body, not 
the expected characteristics of each individual particle that makes up that satellite.  The geometric 
moment equations used in mass and statistics moments are exactly the same—the questions being asked 
differ, and so what is put in to the equations differs slightly.  The concepts and equations are the same; we 
just have to recognize which tools should be used for which jobs. 
4.2.3  g3 can be used as a Control Variable for Perpendicularity 
In statistics and all the resources of image analysis, the third moment is said to represent skewness and 
symmetry about an axis.  However; this research presents the idea that the third moment can be applied to 
represent more in specific cases, specifically a measure of perpendicularity.  To show this, a series of 
shapes have been tested by slewing them off to a certain angle (approximately -30 degrees), and rotating 
them through approximately positive 30 degrees in one axis.  The response of the third moment will tell 
some characteristics of the third moment across many shapes and how it can be applied.    
4.2.3.1  Rectangle 
If a rectangular target is slewed in one axis, the third moment becomes zero in the active axis when the 
rectangle is viewed from a “straight on”, perpendicular, or zero skewness orientation from the camera’s 
perspective, and is non-zero at every other configuration.  
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Figure 47:  Rectangle 
The graphs below show that both the third moment and g3 skewness of the rectangle are negative when 
the camera views the rectangle from a negatively-skewed orientation, zero when the rectangle is viewed 
perpendicularly, and positive when the rectangle is viewed from a positively-skewed orientation.   
 
Figure 48:  Rectangle Mx3 
 
Figure 49:  Rectangle gx3 
The graph below shows the g3, or skewness, value across time when viewing a stationary rectangle from a 
“straight on” orientation.  The measurements from the statistical pressure snake are noisy, but the g3 
measurements across time when the camera views the rectangle at the “straight on”, or perpendicular 
orientation are approximately zero.   
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Figure 50:  Straight On gx3 
 
 
 
Straight On Average 
Average Mx3 1.47845e+007 
Average gx3 2.95093e-005 
 
These are promising initial results because it indicates that both the third moment and g3 can be used as a 
measure of perpendicularity for a rectangle.  The camera is viewing the rectangle from a perpendicular 
orientation with the third moment or g3 at a reference value of zero.  This happens at zero rotation and no 
other time.  When the third moment is zero, g3 will also be zero and vice versa.  Therefore, both are 
measures of perpendicularity for a rectangle.  Also, the relationship on both graphs that the reference 
value only pertains to perpendicularity and no other orientation means that both the third moment and g3 
can be used as control variables for a rectangle.  The fact that both are nearly-linear relationships allows 
for a simple control.   
For a rectangle, the third mass moment and g3 are measures of perpendicularity, meaning they can tell 
visually whether the rectangle is being viewed from “straight on” or at an angle.  This is very important, 
especially for rendezvous and docking maneuvers.  Imagine knowing that the target was directly in the 
center of the camera screen (attitude control), but not realizing the body satellite was approaching the 
target at an angle of 30 degrees.  A docking maneuver would not be successful and a collision would 
probably occur.   
Next, an investigation of whether the third mass moment and g3 measures of perpendicularity hold for 
other shapes was carried out. 
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4.2.3.2  Trapezoid – Symmetric about Rotating Axis 
If a trapezoid that is symmetric about the rotating axis is slewed in one axis, the third moment becomes 
zero in the active axis when the trapezoid is viewed from a perpendicular or zero skewness orientation 
from the camera’s perspective, and is non-zero at every other configuration.  
 
Figure 51:  Trapezoid – Symmetric about Rotating Axis   
 
Figure 52:  Trapezoid Symmetric about Rotation Axis Mx3 
 
Figure 53:  Trapezoid Symmetric about Rotation Axis gx3 
 
The graph below shows the g3, or skewness, value across time when viewing a stationary trapezoid that is 
symmetric about the rotating axis from a “straight on” orientation.  Even with the noisy measurement, the 
g3 measurement across time when the camera views the symmetric trapezoid axis at the “straight on”, or 
perpendicular orientation is approximately zero.   
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Figure 54:  Trapezoid Symmetric about Rotation Axis 
Straight on gx3 
 
 
 
Straight On Average 
Average Mx3 6.75079e+006 
Average gx3 3.06812e-005 
 
 
4.2.3.3  Trapezoid – Not Symmetric about Rotating Axis – More Mass in Negative Axis 
If a trapezoid that is not symmetric about the rotating axis but has more mass in the negative rotating axis 
is slewed in one axis, the third moment has a positive reference value in the active axis when the 
trapezoid is viewed from a perpendicular or zero skewness orientation from the camera’s perspective, and 
is different from that reference value at every other configuration.   
 
Figure 55:  Not Symmetric about Rotating Axis – More Mass in Negative Axis 
The moment graph below is different from that of the rectangle.  When the trapezoid is first viewed by the 
camera from a negatively skewed orientation, the short side of the trapezoid is closest to the camera and 
the long side (where the most mass and therefore the most pixels are) is farthest away from the camera.  
This rotation causes the width of the trapezoid to appear smaller which makes the dimensions of the 
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trapezoid seem different—the trapezoid looks a little more like a rectangle or a square, which causes the  
third moment to be closer to zero.  As the rotation brings the trapezoid more toward the “straight on” or 
perpendicular orientation, the short side of the trapezoid rotates away from the camera and the long side 
pivots closer to the camera.  This rotation causes the width of the trapezoid to appear to lengthen as seen 
by the camera, which causes the trapezoid to look less symmetrical and causes the third moment to move 
further from zero.  As the rotation continues toward the camera’s positively-skewed orientation, the long 
side is closest to the camera and the short side of the trapezoid is rotated farther away from the camera, 
which would make the trapezoid appear even less symmetrical, which causes the third moment to 
increase.  However, this rotation also causes the width of the trapezoid to appear smaller from the 
camera’s point of view which makes the trapezoid again appear a little more like a rectangle or square and 
causes the absolute value of the moment to decease.  The net effect on the third moment is a decrease 
toward zero.  The g3 skewness value, however, increases since it is divided by a power of the second 
moment (inertia) which will decrease as the width of the trapezoid decreases.   
 
Figure 56:  Not Symmetric about Rotating Axis – More 
Mass in Negative Axis Mx3 
 
Figure 57:  Not Symmetric about Rotating Axis – More 
Mass in Negative Axis gx3 
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Table 6:  Comparison of Rectangle and Trapezoid 
Camera View Rectangle Trapezoid – Not Symmetric 
about Rotating Axis – More 
Mass in Negative Axis 
Negatively Skewed 
   0 0  0.2 
 
 
Perpendicular 
Zero Skewness 
   0 0 0 
 
 
Positively Skewed 
   0 0 0.2 
 
 
First, look at the rectangles.  Notice that when the rectangle is positively skewed, it looks the same as a 
non-symmetrical trapezoid that has most of its mass in the negative axis.  The third moment and skewness 
values show symmetry, and a non-symmetric trapezoid with most of its mass in the negative axis will not 
have calculated third moments and skewness variables that indicate symmetry.  The statistics graph about 
skewness shown below is similar to the trapezoid with many of the (x,y) pixel coordinates in the negative 
axis; this similarity is reflected in the skewness calculation.   
Table 7:  Comparison of Positively Skewed Shape and Distribution 
 
 
Figure 58:  Positively Skewed Distribution4 
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Returning to Table 6 (Comparison of Rectangle and Trapezoid), since the rectangle is a symmetric shape, 
if the camera view is skewed the rectangle also looks skewed in exactly the same way.  With the 
trapezoid, it is much harder for human eyes to differentiate.  The calculation of g3 is more sensitive and 
accurate than the human eye since it can tell partial degree deviations in perpendicularity whereas the 
human eye can determine a difference at multiple degree deviations.  The particular trapezoid chosen 
always looks positively skewed even when the camera is viewing the trapezoid from a negatively skewed 
angle.  (Look at the red rectangle in the background that the green trapezoid is resting on if your eyes are 
“playing tricks” on you).   
 
Figure 59:  Not Symmetric about Rotating Axis – More Mass 
in Negative Axis Straight on gx3 
 
 
 
Straight On Average 
Average Mx3 1.83014e+010 
Average gx3 0.07760 
 
 
4.2.3.4  Trapezoid – Not Symmetric about Rotating Axis – More Mass in Positive Axis 
If a trapezoid that is non-symmetric about the rotating axis, has more mass in the positive axis, and is 
slewed in one axis, the third moment will have a negative reference value in the active axis when the 
trapezoid is viewed from a perpendicular or zero skewness orientation, and will not be that reference 
value at any other orientation. 
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Figure 60:  Trapezoid – Not Symmetric about Rotating Axis – More Mass in Positive Axis 
 
Figure 61:  Trapezoid – Not Symmetric about Rotating 
Axis – More Mass in Positive Axis Mx3 
 
Figure 62:  Trapezoid – Not Symmetric about Rotating 
Axis – More Mass in Positive Axis gx3 
 
 
Figure 63:  Trapezoid – Not Symmetric about Rotating Axis – 
More Mass in Positive Axis Straight On gx3 
 
 
 
Straight On Average 
Average Mx3 -1.83391e+010 
Average gx3 -0.07757 
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4.2.3.5  Summary – One Axis Rotation 
Shape Symmetric or 
side of axis with 
most mass 
(negative, 
positive) 
Third Moment 
Mx3 at zero 
rotation 
Skewness g3 
at zero 
rotation 
Use Mx3 as a 
control 
variable.  (Xr at 
zero rotation and 
not Xr at every 
other rotation) 
Use g3 as a 
control 
variable.  
Rectangle Symmetric 0 0 Yes Yes 
Trapezoid  Symmetric 0 0 Yes Yes 
Trapezoid -  + + No Yes, there is 
just an Xr 
offset to be 
taken into 
account in the 
control.  
Trapezoid + - - No Yes, there is 
just an Xr 
offset to be 
taken into 
account in the 
control.  
 
If something about the shape and its offset is known, then the control will effectively be driven to its 
offset instead of zero.  The skewness g3 is still a measure of perpendicularity, only a g3 of zero for this 
shape does not correspond to a perpendicular orientation.   
The fundamental knowledge the third moment and skewness value g3 convey is symmetry.  If some shape 
is being viewed “straight on” and is not symmetrical about an axis, the sign of the third moment in that 
axis will verify the direction and magnitude of asymmetry.  Researchers in image analysis working on 
letter recognition have used this to their advantage to recognize whether a letter is symmetrical and about 
which axis5.   
This research presents an idea that the third moment can be applied to tell relay information about 
perpendicularity, or the relative orientation between the body and target, and that is exactly what that 
controls will take advantage of.  In order to use the skewness value g3 for perpendicularity, information 
must be known about the target symmetry to start off with, because if it is not symmetric there will be an 
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offset that must be taken into account since the “straight on”, perpendicular configuration will correspond 
to a skewness value that is nonzero.   
4.2.3.6  Skewness in Two Axes – Rectangle Linear Motion in Two Axes 
First, an extension of the one-axis test was tested.  Instead of only slewing about the z-axis, the target 
would also slew about the y-axis.  This test shows that the skewness value for both axes can be extracted 
at the same time, and therefore the skewness of both axes can be controlled.  This is important because if 
only one axis could be determined, then in a real-time application how would the software know which 
axis to choose?  More importantly, what is gained by controlling skewness in one axis but not the other?  
Remember:  with respect to a camera screen, there are only two axes (horizontal and vertical).   
Similar to the one-axis tests, the camera is held inertially-fixed and the target is rotated.  This is the same 
relative test.  In a real-life example, the target would be moving according to some unknown reference 
motion and the camera/body would move in response, but this is a fixed test to look at the nature of how 
the skewness in both axes compares to the relative position between the camera/body and target.   
4.2.3.6.1 Test 1 – Initially Positively Skewed in Both Axes 
The time dependent values of the simulated target attitude for the simulation are given below. 
/	   00.1  \ g 0.010.1  \ g 0.01 
Target attitude from the Simulated Target Attitude module 
The beginning, middle, and final positions for the first test are shown below.   
Figure 64:  Simulation Initial View Figure 65:  Simulation Intermediate 
View 
Figure 66:  Simulation Final View 
The final results show that both directions can be used and controlled simultaneously. 
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Figure 67:  Z-Direction Skewness of Two-Axis Test 
 
Figure 68:  Y-Direction Skewness of Two-Axis Test 
 
Figure 69:  Simulated Target Attitude 
 
 
4.2.3.6.2 Test 2 – Initially Positively Skewed in Z and Negatively Skewed in Y 
The time dependent values of the simulated target attitude for the simulation are given below. 
/	   00.1  \ g 0.010.1  \ g 0.01 
Target attitude from the Simulated Target Attitude module 
The beginning, middle, and final positions for the first test are shown below.   
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Figure 70:  Simulation Initial View Figure 71:  Simulation Intermediate 
View 
Figure 72:  Simulation Final View 
The final results show that both directions can be used and controlled simultaneously. 
 
Figure 73:  Z-Direction Skewness of Two-Axis Test 
 
Figure 74:  Y-Direction Skewness of Two-Axis Test 
 
Figure 75:  Simulated Target Attitude 
 
 
4.2.3.7  Assumptions about the Target 
For the purposes of these tests, the target has to be two-dimensional.  Right now, this means a decal 
would have to be placed on a three-dimensional object that someone wants to track.  This can be extended 
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in future research, but the proof of concept is to prove that the skewness value g3 can be used as a 
measure of perpendicularity in a control.  The targets can be expanded and the control made more 
complicated in future research.  If the shape of the target is to be chosen, such as a decal that will be 
placed on the side of the object to the tracked, a shape in which the axes can be visually told apart should 
be chosen.  A circle or a square should never be chosen.  Rectangles are an ideal choice, especially for the 
statistical pressure snake algorithm.  Choosing a symmetric target/decal is preferred because the reference 
skewness value for the control will be zero, but this is not necessary (this is shown in prior sections).  
Information must be known about the target before the control is initialized.  Visual data is being used, so 
if the target is initially a complete unknown (approaching a comet that has not been viewed closely 
before), then use the visual data to model the target before starting the control.  This is an investigation 
for future research.  This research was based on the idea and proof of concept of skewness as a measure 
of perpendicularity.   
To explain more thoroughly why information is required about the target before initializing the control, 
consider a circle viewed at varying skewness angles.   
 
Figure 76:  Circle Viewed from a 
Perpendicular Orientation 
 
Figure 77:  Circle Viewed from a 
Skewed Orientation looks like an 
Ellipse 
 
Considering the elliptical picture on the right, there are two possibilities.   
1. The target is an ellipse (not true since reality is known in the test case), or 
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2. The camera is viewing the target from a position such that the target appears to be an ellipse when 
it is a different shape in reality. 
The skewness angle between the camera and target can make shapes appear distorted, or like other 
shapes.   
If this concept is extended to any two-dimensional target, the following are true. 
1. The target will have a reference skewness g3target.  The reference will be zero if the target axis 
shape is symmetrical. 
2. The observed g3observed will not equal g3target unless the camera is viewing the target from a straight 
on orientation.   
3. There is no way to know g3target, and therefore no way to know if the camera is viewing the target 
perpendicularly using the skewness method, if information is not known about the target.  Ex:  is 
a circle or an ellipse being viewed?  If it is a circle, it is being viewed from a skewed orientation.  
If it is an ellipse, it could be viewed from a straight on orientation, but even that is not known 
without the specific g3target. 
 
  
 5.1  Camera Frame Setup
For the sake of consistency within the project, the same frame unit direction vectors 
another researcher on the project created
but as long as the frame is in the right
simulations, the frame does not matter.  There are an infinite number of frames that could be chosen.  
Researchers in image analysis do not choose to work in this frame because it makes the positive camer
screen quadrant similar to the second Cartesian quadrant, which is negative 
The camera frame representation in equation form is the following.
 
5.2  Full Position Control
The full position control incorporates both the skewness and distance controls, which control different 
axes.  The position control is calculated in the camera frame within the position control module and 
Chapter 5 Position Control 
 
were
20
.  The frame is not consistent with the field of image analysis, 
-handed coordinate system and accounted for within the 
in one axis.  
 
Figure 78:  Camera Frame 
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 maintained as 
a 
 
(5.1) 
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translated into the inertial frame by a frame converter module.  The control output must be translated into 
inertial coordinates within the numerical simulation in order to propagate the camera’s position.  In a true 
maneuver, the control and external forces would act on the satellite and make it move.  In a simulation, 
these forces must be simulated and propagated.   
 
b9%9  
$%^
4^
4^ 

 (5.2) 
5.2.1  Position Propagator 
In order to propagate the motion of the body satellite, a position propagator is required.  The body satellite 
obeys Newton’s second law of motion in which the sum of the applied forces () equals its mass (a) 
times its acceleration (0). 
 
∑   a0 (5.3) 
For the deep space simulations, the gravity of being in orbit around a planet and any perturbations were 
not considered.  The only applied force to the body for the proof of concept was the applied force from 
the skewness and distance controls (
b9%9).  For the proof of concept case, Euler integration was used 
to integrate the acceleration for velocity and integrate velocity to calculate position.  Please see Appendix 
8.5 for the module overview.   
For future work, additional external forces should be included to create a more advanced simulation 
including gravity from orbital maneuvers around a planet, solar radiation pressure, and effects from being 
in orbit around a planet such as J2 and drag.   
5.3  Skewness Control Development 
Initially, the control will start at some arbitrary skewness value g3.   
The skewness control uses the skewness value and the time history of the skewness.  The skewness 
control is only applied in the j- and k-directions of the camera frame.  In order to propagate the resulting 
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motion of the body caused by the control forces, the body frame control forces must be rotated into the 
inertial frame.  This rotation is done outside of the skewness control module—everything in the skewness 
module is calculated in terms of the camera body frame.   
To derive a control for skewness, two assumptions were made relating to the slow, steady motion of the 
reference motion.  For future research, a different Lyapunov function could be developed and tested for 
the skewness control.   
The applied force of the control is approximately equal to the mass times the acceleration.  This is a close 
approximation for smooth, slow motion that does not take gyroscopic effects and sharp motion into 
account.  As the spacecraft moves, the skewness will change as a response.  The rate of this change is 
assumed to be proportional to the rate of the spacecraft, and so the second derivative of the skewness is 
assumed to be proportional to the acceleration of the spacecraft.  This does not take gyroscopic terms into 
account. 
 
v  a/  aV (5.4) 
The Lyapunov function is given below.  Since a space application is being developed, an acceleration 
control must be created.  The output of the control is a force, not a velocity.  The camera should not drift 
and have velocity build up with the acceleration control, which is why the rates must also be driven to 
zero within the control.   
 .V, V2   *Vv   aVv (5.5) 
To prove stability, the derivative of the Lyapunov function must be calculated.   
  .V, V2  V*Vv  aVv (5.6) 
Plug in the equations of motion. 
  .V, V2  V*Vv  
v (5.7) 
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Force the Lyapunov function derivative to be negative definite by setting it equal to a negative definite 
function. 
  .V, V2  V*Vv  
v  *Vv  (5.8) 
Solve for the control.  
 
4^  *Vv  *Vv (5.9) 
The same stability proof holds for the k axis.   
 
4^  V4  V4 (5.10) 
The attitude control must be working at the same time as the skewness control.  Remember:  the attitude 
control is the most important control.  Without the attitude control, the target would move out of sight of 
the camera and none of the other controls would work, and the whole point of getting data from the target 
would be a failure (mission failure).  More importantly, the attitude control must be working to constantly 
re-aim the camera.  The skewness control will move the target more or less in a sphere around the 
target—never getting closer or farther away—but this will only happen if the attitude control is 
functioning properly on top of the skewness control.  This is an elegant solution in terms of robustness 
because it means operators do not need to worry about the body satellite crashing into the target. 
Let’s look more in depth as to why the skewness control only moves in a sphere.  The skewness control 
will output a control in the ̂ direction.  Imagine that you are standing with a target a few paces in front of 
you and that the skewness control force makes you take a step to your right ( ̂direction).  Because you 
have taken a step directly to your right, the target is no longer directly in front of you.  The attitude 
control will respond to this by rotating you directly where you stand to your left.  Now you are pointed 
more toward the target.  During the next skewness control, the control will cause you to take a step to 
your right again.  Look at your feet.  Because the attitude control caused you to rotate, your new step to 
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your right from the skewness control is going to be at an angle compared to the previous step to your right 
from the skewness control.  Can you see that you’ll be moving in approximately a circle around the 
target?  If you imagine this same process in two directions, you’ll be moving in a sphere around the 
target.   
5.4  Distance Control Development 
5.4.1  Pin-hole Camera Model 
It is helpful to understand the pin-hole camera model to understand the development of the distance 
control.  The pin-hole camera model is based on simple geometry.   
 
Figure 79:  Pin-hole Camera Model6 
In the pin-hole camera model, the horizontal line is the direction from the center of the camera screen 
straight out perpendicularly to the screen’s plane.  L is the length of the target, X is the distance from the 
horizontal direction line to the center of the target, D is the distance from the focal point to the target, f is 
the focal length, b is the length of the target as seen on the camera’s screen (given by the statistical 
pressure snakes), xc is the center of the target image as seen on the camera screen (also given by the 
statistical pressure snakes), and  is the attitude error.  The next image helps visualize what all of this 
means.  The values of X and L correspond to the visual target in the pin-hole camera model or the big 
tree.  The xc and b values correspond to the little tree that shows up on the camera screen.   
 Figure 
 
Using the properties of triangles and the pin
the center of the image  and the attitude error 
 
Using the pin-hole camera model, if similar triangles are created that start from the horizontal line and 
extend to the farthest edges of L and b, the resulting relation is:
 
 
Using the geometry of the pin-hole camera model:
 
Solve for D. 
 
80:  Pin-hole Camera Model Visualization7 
-hole camera model, the focal length can be calculated using
. 
 
 
 
 
  .  Plug the relation for X 
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(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
into the equation. 
(5.14) 
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   AD3D58%  (5.15) 
Plug in the relation for the focal length. 
   AD3D53  (5.16) 
Simplify the equation. 
   8J  (5.17) 
The depth calibration factor  changes for different distances D.  Within the software, the data for  will 
come from the statistical pressure snakes.   
     o (5.18) 
5.4.1.1  Simple No Skew – No Attitude Error Camera Model 
In the following simplified camera model developed in the course of this work, there is no attitude error 
or skewness.  The target is being viewed from a “straight on”, zero skewness orientation with the center 
of the target at the center of the camera screen.   
 
 
 
5.4.1.2  Simple Skewed – No Attitude Error Camera Model 
The alternate camera model developed in this work shows no attitude error, but the target is skewed.  This 
is the same setup used in Section 4.2.3.   
  
b 
f D 
L 
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5.4.1.3  Skewed and Attitude Error Camera Model 
This alternate camera model developed in this work is more complicated than the simple pin-hole model 
because it shows both an attitude error and a skewed target.  This is a much more realistic view.  The 
controls developed will reorient the camera so the end result is the simple camera model in Section 
5.4.1.1 with no attitude error, no skewness, and also with the camera maintaining a fixed separation 
distance from the target.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.4.2  Control in which Initial Distance is Known 
If the initial distance is known, the body satellite can be put at the initial distance, the statistical pressure 
snakes will provide , and the calibration value  will be calculated using    for the entire 
simulation if that specific distance should be maintained.   
The research on the topic develops a distance control based off of a calibration in which the distance is 
known, but this is not practical.  A robotic assistant satellite in space is not going to unfurl a tape measure, 
b 
f D 
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D 
b 
f 
L 
η 
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perfectly zero out skewness (which already requires two controls to be working), maintain a distance 
control in space (which already requires a distance control to be working), precisely measure how far 
away the body satellite (my robotic assistant in this example) is from the target, reel in the tape measure, 
do the calibration, and then start the new distance control.  This does not make sense.  There are other 
ways to measure distance like radar, but this requires an additional instrument to be launched with the 
spacecraft, another test that has to be done each time the control is used, and one more thing that could 
cause the system to fail.   
The initial distance is never known in the proposed simulations, so an alternate distance control method 
has been developed.  A lot of information can be gathered from a camera, including the information to 
build a distance control, so there is no reason to launch another instrument into space or assume a distance 
is known when it never would be. 
5.4.3  Control in which Initial Distance is Not Known 
The more realistic simulation is one in which the initial distance is not known.  The control will have no 
idea how far away the body satellite is from the camera, but it will maintain that distance.   
If the distance between the body and target is getting smaller (camera is getting closer to the target), the 
target will appear to get larger in the camera’s screen, so the second moment the statistical pressure snake 
outputs will increase.  If the distance between the body and target is getting larger (camera is moving 
away from the target), the target will appear to get smaller in the camera’s screen, so the second moment 
from the statistical pressure snake will decrease.  This relation assumes that the skewness is not changing 
and ideally zero.  If the skewness is changing, it will affect the second moment.  If the skewness is zero, 
the second moment will be larger than if the skewness is either positive or negative because it will make 
the shape seem smaller since the camera will be viewing the target at an angle.  Since the skewness must 
be relatively constant, the skewness control must be working before the distance control.  The skewness 
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control requires the attitude control to be working first, so the distance control essentially requires a three-
tiered control simulation.   
Instead of a calibration parameter based off of the initial distance, the calibration parameter is based off of 
an ideal second moment.  If a simulation starts at an arbitrary skewness and the skewness control works to 
bring the target to the “straight on” or perpendicular orientation, the distance control will remain inactive 
until the skewness control brings the target to the “straight on” position.  At that point, the control will 
save the second moment values that were sent from the statistical pressure snakes.  These second 
moments (inertias) are the nominal calibration values for the control.  As long as the skewness remains in 
control, if the second moment increases, the distance control knows the target is getting too close and 
responds by moving the camera backward; if the second moment decreases from the nominal, the distance 
control knows the target is too far and moves the camera forward.  The control forces calculated by the 
distance control are in the camera body frame.  Another module must rotate the control into the inertial 
frame before the control forces are propagated.   is the current inertia value from the statistical pressure 
snakes, and B is the nominal calibration inertia.  The distance control only affects the axis directly 
between the center of the camera screen and the center of the target.   
 T    B (5.19) 
To derive the Lyapunov control, an assumption must be made that the motion is smooth and steady.  No 
sharp turns or gyroscopic effects will be taken into effect.  A task for future research could be to refine the 
Lyapunov function and input equations of motion to account for higher order dynamics. 
 
3  ae  aT (5.20) 
The Lyapunov function is given below.  Since the simulation is being created for a space environment, an 
acceleration control was developed.  This means both the position and rate term difference terms must be 
driven to zero.  
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 T, T    T   aT (5.21) 
The derivative of the Lyapunov function must be calculated to determine stability. 
  T, T  T T  aT (5.22) 
Substitute the equation of motion into the Lyapunov derivative. 
  T, T  T. T  
32 (5.23) 
Force the Lyapunov derivative to be negative definite by setting it equal to a negative definite function. 
  T, T  T. T  
32   T (5.24) 
Solve for the control. 
 
$%^   T   T (5.25) 
5.5  Control Flow Chart 
The following figure shows one option for a simulation control flow chart.  The control blocks show the 
name of the control, if that control depends on any other controls, and what data the control depends on.  
Red blocks represent questions or criteria within the control, purple blocks correspond to possible 
outcomes, and green blocks are actions or calculations within the control. 
The attitude control is not dependent on any other control.  The attitude control can be thought of as the 
“master” control—as previously stated, without the attitude control, none of the other controls will 
function.  More importantly, without the attitude control, the camera would not be able to view the target 
and the mission would be a failure.  The attitude control depends on data from the camera.  More 
specifically, the statistical pressure snake algorithm outputs the first moment of the target, which is the 
central pixel position of the target, and the attitude error estimator translates the pixel position into a two-
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axis rotation that the attitude control attempts to match.  In this control setup, the attitude control always 
runs, meaning no deadband is implemented.   
The skewness control is dependent in the attitude control, which is discussed previously.  Remember:  
this is what makes the skewness control move along an approximate sphere around the target.  The 
skewness control depends on the camera data, specifically on the third moment in both axes provided by 
the statistical pressure snake module.  The skewness control does have a deadband.  If the skewness 
measure g3 is not within the deadband, the skewness control will continue to drive g3 toward the reference 
value.  If g3 is within the deadband, the skewness control will be turned off.  If it is the first time the 
skewness measure has been driven within the deadband, the second moment will be saved as a nominal 
value and the distance control will be activated.  
The distance control depends on both the attitude and skewness controls.  The distance control depends 
on the camera data, specifically the second moment (inertia) provided by the statistical pressure snake 
module.  The distance control also depends on the nominal inertia value, which means the distance 
control cannot be initialized until the skewness control has driven the skewness measure g3 into the 
deadband the first time.   
   
Figure 81:  Control Flow Chart 
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 Chapter 6 
6.1  Simulation Overview
The overall simulation starts at some arbitrary skewness for a target that is known (like the rectangle).  
The reason the target has to be known is the skewness profile for different orientations and skewness 
value at the perpendicular orientation must be known initially.  If the mission 
previously unknown asteroid or shape, then use t
shape, and find the skewness profile before starting the control
profile is very important because 1) it determines the reference value of the control, and 2) i
this control, a different control, or if any control is possible for the given shape.  
Figure 
The simulation then drives the skewness to the reference value (zero for symmetri
skewness control reaches the deadband, the maximum value for the inertia is stored as a calibration for 
the distance control, which engages to maintain the separation distance between the body and target.  
After this point, if the skewness value leaves the deadband, both the distance and skewness controls act in 
concert.  Remember:  they control different body axes.  
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82:  Simple Simulation Skewness View 
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The following figures show the visual representation of the simulations from UMBRA.  The initial 
inertial view and initial camera view show the camera viewing the target from a skewed angle.  As the 
controls work, the final camera view shows the camera viewing the target from a “straight on” or 
perpendicular orientation. 
 
Figure 83:  Initial Inertial View 
 
Figure 84:  Final Inertial View 
 
Figure 85:  Initial Camera View 
 
Figure 86:  Final Camera View 
 
6.2  Module Setup 
The simulation starts with Frames.Virtual.  The output of Frames.Virtual goes to a few different places:  
two frames named RectDemoFrame and CamDemoFrame, and one frame converter.   
Next is the branch that deals with the target.  Frames.Virtual’s output is connected to RectDemoFrame’s 
input.  The Simulated Target Attitude module generates the simulated MRPs, and Rotation Converter and 
PRJoiner modules are needed to get the MRP at each time step into the proper format to be connect to 
RectDemoFrame’s offset.  Then, RectDemoFrame’s output is connected to the target frame’s offset.  All 
of this allows the target to have the attitude specified by the Simulated Target Attitude module.  
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The next branch is more complicated.  It deals with the camera, the data flow of the camera, the controls 
that are built off of the data, and the movement that the controls want the camera to make.  
Frames.Virtual’s output is connected to CamDemoFrame’s input.  CamDemoFrame’s output is connected 
to the CameraFrame’s input.  The CameraFrame is connected to the Virtual Camera. 
The output of the Virtual Camera’s window frame is connected to the relative window in the GUI to 
ensure that the relative window in the GUI is seeing what the camera sees during a simulation.  The 
Virtual Camera is attached to the Statistical Pressure Snake module so the camera data can be used to 
calculate moment information and track the target (assuming the target is in the camera’s field of view).  
The Statistical Pressure Snake module is connected to the Attitude Error Estimator so the relative attitude 
can be calculated from the moment information (MRPs from the center of image pixel coordinate).  The 
Attitude Error Estimator transfers the relative attitude to the Relative Control Law module, which needs a 
filter to deal with the noisy differentiated MRPs that lead to calculating the relative angular velocity.  The 
output control of the Relative Control Law module goes to the Attitude Propagator module, which 
propagates the camera/body attitude.  This part of the branch works to control the relative attitude; 
basically, it tries to keep the center of the target in the center of the camera’s screen.   
Another of the camera’s sub-branches deals with the position controls, both skewness and distance.  Data 
from the Statistical Pressure Snakes module is sent to the Skewness Control Law module.  (Even though 
it is named the Skewness Control Law module, it is really a position control module since it contains all 
of the position controls, both skewness and distance).  The Skewness Control Law module is connected to 
a filter that feeds back to the control module because some of the data needs a filter.  The Skewness 
Control Law module sends its control output vector to a Frame Converter module, because the Skewness 
Control Law module calculates its control in camera/body frame components, whereas the Position 
Propagator must use inertial coordinates in order to not violate Newton’s laws.  The Frame Converter 
uses CamDemoFrame as its Source and Frames.Virtual as its Destination.  The Frame Converter sends 
the converted control, now in inertial coordinates, to the Position Propagator module.  This part of the 
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branch works to control the relative position; basically, it tries to keep the camera in the “straight on” or 
zero skewness configuration while keeping a fixed separation distance from the target.     
The body attitude goes to a Rotation Converter module to get the MRPs in another format and then goes 
to the rotation input of the PRJoiner moveCameraJoiner.  The inertial position output from the Position 
Propagator module is the position input of moveCameraJoiner.  The PRJoiner moveCameraJoiner is a 
feedback connector all the way back to the offset of the frame CamDemoFrame because body attitude and 
body inertial position make up in information needed to construct the camera/body frame.   
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6.3  Example Simulation 
The following shows a simulation that started with the target offset at a skewness of 9.160 (relative MRP 
of 0.04) from the camera.  The skewness control first drives the skewness down within the deadband of 
0.4580.  The position control engages once the skewness control first enters the deadband.  The skewness 
control does not apply a control within the deadband, so the skewness will drift within the deadband.  
When the skewness drifts out of the deadband, the skewness control will re-engage and work 
simultaneously with the position control to bring the skewness back within the deadband.   
 
Figure 87:  Skewness Control around Deadband 
The relative attitude is stable, and the relative distance between the camera and target varies less than 1% 
throughout the 100 minute simulation.  The unfiltered inertia (second moment) varies initially as the 
skewness is pushed within the deadband and the position control works to converge, but then the inertia 
remains noisy around a constant value.     
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Figure 88:  Relative Attitude around Deadband 
 
 
Figure 89:  Distance between Body and Target [m] 
 
Figure 90:  Unfiltered Inertia (2nd Moment) 
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Chapter 7 Summary 
Once again, consider the robotic assistant satellite outside of the ISS with an objective of observing a 
specific panel.   
As previously discussed, the first step of the robotic assistant satellite achieving its objective is to have a 
visual tracking algorithm in order to tell the difference between the object to be tracked, such as a decal 
on the panel, and everything else that constitutes the background of the image.  In this research, the 
statistical pressure snake algorithm is used for visual tracking.  The statistical pressure snake algorithm, 
tracks the outside contour of a target by hue, does not assume anything about the shape of a target, is 
robust against lighting conditions, and even functions with partial obscuring of the target.  The statistical 
pressure snake module also calculates the geometric moments of the target.   
It is important to not leave the visual tracking algorithm step out of the control process.  Many current 
missions do not have a visual tracking algorithm.  The STARDUST Wild 2 encounter did not have a 
visual tracking algorithm, which caused issues with the calculation of the central pixel of the comet.  The 
newly proposed AutoNav system uses landmarks based on surface mapping to compare pre- and in-flight 
pictures.  The new AutoNav system is a step in the right direction because it identifies something in an 
image, but it does not actively identify the target in real time, track the target in real time based off of 
incoming data, and feed that data into the control.  The data is only used as a comparison to pre-flight, 
inertial surface mapping, and therefore not productive toward relative control techniques.  The visual 
sensing algorithm developed for the autonomous helicopter is very limited.  It only works for specific 
shapes and lighting conditions, and is based on an active, inertial control with visual input.  It would be 
interesting for the researchers to test if the visual algorithm is necessary with all of the inertial 
information included in the control (height of the window, latitude, longitude, gyroscope, accelerometer, 
GPS, etc.).  Even if the visual sensing algorithm is limiting and not robust against various conditions, it is 
promising that other researchers are looking into similar algorithms.   
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By using the statistical pressure snake algorithm, the bulk of the noise from tracking a target that occurs 
around the contour of the image is canceled out, which allows for a more constant central pixel moment 
calculation.  If future missions incorporate a visual tracking algorithm step, the center finding results will 
be improved.  The issue is not the moment calculation, but rather the noisy data being input to the 
moment calculation since the visual tracking algorithm, which provides for a more-constant central pixel, 
is being skipped. 
The second step of the robotic assistant satellite achieving its objective is to have an algorithm that allows 
it to continually point at the ISS panel or target on the ISS panel.  In this research, the statistical pressure 
snake algorithm provides the first moment calculation, which is the central pixel of the target.  The 
attitude error estimator translates the central pixel of the target into a two-axis rotation that will align the 
camera and target.  Since the resulting snake control points from the statistical pressure snake are used to 
calculate the first moment and this provides for a more constant center, the resulting rotation did not need 
to be filtered.  For smooth, steady, orbital motions without gyroscopic effects, the relative attitude and 
relative angular velocity is enough to produce a stabilizing control.  To model the full dynamical motion 
with gyroscopic effects, the target’s inertial information can be estimated from the relative and body 
inertial information, so the target can remain passive.   
Other missions skip the visual tracking algorithm stage, so the data input to the first moment calculation 
is exceedingly noisy and the resulting center location is inaccurate.  Missions such as Voyager 2 used 
human “eye-ball” input to mark the center of objects on an image, used that as a priori information for a 
filter, and then iterated to find a better solution for the central pixel.  The STARDUST Wild 2 encounter 
skipped past the visual tracking algorithm stage and proceeded straight to the center finding calculation.  
Because of that, the mission had issues with noise, lighting, geometry, etc.  The new AutoNav system will 
have similar difficulties because the noise of the image for center finding will be put into the first moment 
calculation just like the other methods.  Using a visual tracking algorithm would reduce the noise around 
the boundary of the image and therefore reduce the noise in the calculated central pixel.   
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Another step in achieving the mission objective is to have an algorithm that recognizing the skewed 
orientation of the camera with respect to the target.  Information must be known about the target before 
initializing the control.  This control is based off of the third moment and can be used to either steer the 
camera/body satellite to a position where it is viewing the target from a perpendicular orientation, or it 
can maintain the initial skewness angle of the camera with respect to the target.  This research is infinitely 
better than anything used in current missions since skewness is not currently used as a measure for a 
control.  Current missions by comets, for example, carry the satellite along an orbit by the comet and re-
point the satellite toward the comet for observations (attitude problem) as the satellite’s orbit carries it 
near the comet.  An active position control that maintains the satellite’s orientation relative to the comet is 
not used in that case.  For smaller satellites near Earth, such as the robotic assistant satellite, position 
controls to maintain orientation using skewness are also not used.   
The final aspect for achieving the robotic assistant satellite achieving its object is the algorithm to 
maintain a nominal distance between the camera and target.  The method developed in this research is 
important because it only uses visual information from one camera (second moment), does not require 
additional equipment to be launched, and does not assume impractical information to be known.  Other 
resources1,6 assume the satellite would have to be maneuvered to the ideal position, held in a constant 
position while the distance between the camera and target is measured, calibrated, and then the distance 
control can be initiated.   
Passive, relative, visual control techniques are an incredibly important investigation for future satellite 
missions.  Passive, relative controls are important because they allow the satellite to process its own data 
and create a simpler system that depends on fewer external data and events that could fail.  Visual control 
techniques are important because a seemingly endless amount of information can be gained by the data in 
images.    
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Chapter 8 Appendix – Modules  
8.1  Simulated Target Attitude 
 
 
 
8.2  Relative Control Law 
 
 
 
 
 
8.3  Filter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Objective:  To output the 
simulated MRP of the target at 
each time step. 
• dt • σRN 
Objective:  To output the 
control necessary to drive the 
relative attitude and angular 
velocity to zero. 
Control Options: 
1:  u = -K σBR 
2:  u = -K σBR - [P] ωBR 
3:  u = -K σBR - [P] ωBR +    
           [~ωBN][I][ ωBN]  
 
• dt 
• σBR 
• ωBR filtered 
• ωBN 
• Inertia 
• σBR Gain K 
• ωBR Gain [P] 
• control option 
• u 
• ωBR unfiltered 
Objective:  To filter all of the 
states within the unfiltered 
vector and output it to the 
filtered vector.   
Filter Options: 
1:  First order low pass 
2:  Second order low pass 
3:  First order high pass 
4:  Second order high pass 
5:  1st o Diff. w/ 1st o LowPass 
6:  2nd o Diff. w/ 2nd o LowPass 
7:  2nd o Diff. w/ 1st o LowPass 
8:  2nd o Diff. w/ 2nd o LowPass 
9:  Recursive 
10:  1st o bandpass 
11:  1st o bandpass integrate  
12:  2nd o bandpass 
13:  1st o notch 
14:  2nd o notch 
 
• unfiltered 
• filter option 
• frequency 
• h 
• bw 
• filtered 
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8.4  Statistical Pressure Snakes 
The statistical pressure snake module and supporting files were already created and functioning before 
this project began.  More information was needed from the statistical pressure snakes, so more outputs 
were extracted from the program and a few of the supporting files and functions were changed.  Not all of 
the inputs and outputs are listed here; only the connectors that correspond to the tracking modes dealt 
with in this thesis, mainly rectangle tracking.  For complete information, please see the statistical pressure 
snake documentation. 
 
 
 
 
 
8.5  Simple Position Propagator 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Objective:  To track an object 
from camera data and produce 
moment information such as the 
center of the image, inertia, and 
skewness.   
 
• imageIn 
• imageOut 
• skewnessInfo 
• numSnakePts 
• dofOut 
• status 
Objective:  To propagate the 
position and velocity given the 
input control force.   
 
 
• Control force 
• position 
• velocity 
• mass 
• dt 
• position 
• velocity 
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8.6  Skewness Control Law 
 
Objective:  To output the control 
necessary to drive the skewness 
and position difference to zero, 
depending on which part of the 
simulation the control is in. 
 
• dt 
• skewnessInfo 
• filtered states 
• skewness gain 
• skewness 
derivative gain 
• position gain 
• position 
derivative gain 
• u 
• unfiltered state 
